Mapping the Journey

KEY DIGITAL TOUCHPOINTS
The digital universe intersects with all aspects of our lives but in different ways, depending on our surroundings.

HOME
Caregivers understand the student’s journey, responsibly provide access and encourage discussion about digital issues.

CLASSROOM
Teachers enable digital skill-building, sharing tools and techniques and laying the groundwork for workplace skills.

GLOBAL SOCIETY
As citizens of the world, we apply our digital knowledge—no matter where we are on our individual journeys—for collaboration and problem-solving, joining together for effective deployment of AI.

ESSENTIAL DIGITAL SKILL-BUILDING
We must nurture students’ digital skills so they may contribute to a global society.

NAVIGATE
As we use automated tools, we apply an understanding of how algorithms may influence computer- and AI-generated results. How do our navigation skills benefit global society? They give us more trusted results.

CONSUME
We are able to locate relevant content, analyze sources of digital information and interpret meaning, synthesizing multiple perspectives. How do our consumer skills benefit global society? They make us better-informed citizens.

CREATE AND COMMUNICATE
We express ideas that represent not only our own viewpoint but also those of others, broadening understanding in online communities. How do creation and communication skills benefit global society? They allow for more collaborative networks.
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